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CERN	




~15’000 High Energy Physics (HEP) scientists smash 
stuff at the speed of light to produce new stuff	




~15’000 HEP theorists scratch their heads to 
make sense of all that stuff and then some more	




Altogether they write 10’000 papers a year���



I’ll talk about these papers���



And how people exchange them ���



And find and read and cite them ���



And publish them ���



Let me tell you a story ���



Once upon a time HEP folks wrote papers…	




…then went to the mailroom… 	




…libraries got and catalogued preprints…	




…SLAC/Stanford library used computers...	




…eventually HEP folks read preprints.	




Can’t we do it via e-mail?	

(Paul Ginsparg)	




arXiv is born (hep-th Aug '91; astro-ph Apr ’92) 	




This man had an idea “vague but exciting”	

(Tim Berners-Lee @CERN circa 1990)	




Which was the first web site in the U.S. ?���



Which was the first web site in the U.S. ?���



Which was the first web site in the U.S. ?���



Which was the first web site in the U.S. ?���



SPIRES, the first web site in the U.S. ���

(And the first database on the web) ���



Successful cyber-infrastructure for ���
Scholarly Communication in���

High-Energy Physics���



Successful cyber-infrastructure for ���
Scholarly Communication in���

High-Energy Physics���

Like ADS for you…	




What do (HEP) scientist want ? ���



What Open Access gives them ! ���



Visibility���
Acceleration���

Impact	




Visibility���



Where do HEP scientists look for info?	


Survey of 2’000+ scientists (10% of community)	

OA tools answer scientists’ information needs	

Google as proxy of arXiv, SPIRES, publishers	


Gentil-Beccot et al. arxiv:0804.2701	




Acceleration���



Ten years in the life of a HEP article	


SPIRES/INSPIRE counts of citations to/from preprints/articles	

Citation peaks at publications	

Scientific discourse proceeds on discipline repository	


 



Impact	




Citation augmentation	


Open Access yields immense avantage	

– Five times more citations for articles in arXiv	

– 20% of 2-year citations occur before publication	


 



Still, a clone of the paper era���



Two new initiatives���

Organise to the next level: INSPIRE���

What about journals? SCOAP3���



Enter INSPIRE���
CERN, DESY, Fermilab, SLAC	


What is it?	

What does it do?	

What will it do?	




Invenio – CERN Open Source Digital Library solution	


LAMP – Linux, Apache, MySQL, Phyton 	


http://invenio-software.org 	


Designed for scientific libraries with 0.2-10M records	


ADS new underlying platform of choice	




















A few cool things	




A few cool things	






Full-text search	




Who do we know?	


80K names (20K aff. histories, 25K e-mails)	

860K papers with authors and affiliations	


“Who was where, and when,	

 and wrote on what with whom ?” 

First step 5.4M signatures. Attribute 5.3M to 240K authors !	


E.g. 963 papers by "Chen, G”,  98% attributed to 21 authors	




• Claim-my-papers (with arXiv and ORCID)	

• Personal libraries, alerts	

• Submit theses and old non-arXiv material	

• Attach non-text material (high-level data files)	

• Scan/OCR old material (on the grid)	

• Advanced feeds (with ADS, arXiv, Publishers)	

• Tag papers	


Back to the users	




Two new initiatives���

Organise to the next level: INSPIRE���

What about journals? SCOAP3���



(a conundrum)	




97% of HEP journals’ content is in arXiv	


 



 (As many scientists as analyzed here go straight to arXiv)	


arXiv 82%	


Publisher server 18%	


∼30,000 clicks (choice between arXiv and journal) 	


Gentil-Beccot et al. arxiv:0906.5418	


Given a choice, only one in five (maybe ten) scientists 	

goes to the  published version of an article.	




Journals are important	




Crucial role of peer-review 	

and interface with officialdom	




Scientists read arXiv	


Journals’ peer-review indispensable	


Journals’ content free on arXiv	


Libraries pay through subscriptions	




SCOAP3���

Sponsoring Consortium for ���
Open Access Publishing in 

Particle Physics���

Salvatore Mele	

CERN European Organization for Nuclear Research	
 scoap3.org	




Libraries redirect subscrptns to SCOAP3 

SCOAP3 pays centrally for peer-review 

Price-per-article from call for tender 

Existing journals become Open Access 

SCOAP3	




global	

 partnership	




SCOAP3 funding 
Fair-share: contribute as per peer-review usage 

J. Krause et al. CERN-OPEN-2007-014 



Building international consensus 
71% of the SCOAP3 budget envelope pledged by  

libraries, consortia and funders worldwide 

Discussions in  
Brazil, China, India, Russia 

Support by science community 
in Japan 

7.1M€ 
(71%) 

2.9M€ 
(29%) 

Austria 
Belgium 
CERN 
Czech Rep. 
Denmark 
France 
Finland 
Germany 
Greece 
Hungary 

Australia, Israel, Turkey 
JINR (Russia) 

Canada 
>150 U.S. libraries (>95%) 

Italy 
Netherlands 
Norway 
Portugal 
Romania 
Slovakia 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
Spain 
JISC (UK) 



SCOAP3 outlook	


Reach critical mass A.S.A.P.	

Partnerships in Asia are indispensable	

Engage publishers in a call for tender	

Go/No-Go decision	




Thank you !	

Salvatore.Mele@cern.ch	


http://inspirebeta.net	

http://scoap3.org	


R. Heuer et al. Innovation in Scholarly Communication: 	

Vision and Projects from High-Energy Physics	


 http://arxiv.org/abs/0805.2739	


A.Gentil-Beccot et al. Information Resources in High-Energy Physics: 	

Surveying the Present Landscape and Charting the Future Course 	


http://arxiv.org/abs/0804.2701	


A.Gentil-Beccot et al. Citing and Reading Behaviors in HEP:	

How a Community Stopped Worrying about Journals 	


and Learned to Love Repositories	

http://arxiv.org/abs/0906.5418	



